Directions to Casa Figus (from Cagliari Airport)
- Exit airport, cross over large roundabout and take second exit on right for Iglesias.
- Join the SS130
- Follow signs to Iglesias.
- When you reach the exit for Iglesias (about 44km after the airport), take the left fork towards
Carbonia / San Antiocho staying on SS130 motorway (do NOT follow signs to / take exits for
Iglesias or to Fluminimaggiore).
- About 8km later you will see a Q8 petrol station at the beginning of a village which has two
(maybe the only ones on the island) speed cameras for 50km/h, so SLOW DOWN.
- 4km later, take exit to the right signed Nebida / Buggeru (just before the bridge).
- Once you hit the coast road it gets windy...(that’s curves not wind).
- Please drive slowly through Nebida (about 6km later).
- Continue to follow signs for Buggeru.
- After 12km pass the turning for Cala Domestica on your left (brown sign to lovely coves).
- Another 6km and you enter Buggeru - as you come down hill to enter Buggeru, take the right
fork signed Fluminimaggiore. (Do not enter the village - come back later to eat, drink, dance...)
- After 3km you will arrive at San Nicolo / Portixeddu beach.
- At the end of the beach, follow through two big S bends and you will immediately see a brown
sign for Portixeddu where you turn left (opposite summer season fruit & veg stall) and continue for
300m.
- The entrance to Portixeddu is on the left; opposite this is a road where you turn right.
- Passing the Golfo di Leone hotel on the left, follow this road for another 1.5km. You will come to
some white buildings on your right, opposite a road on your left. Turn left into this road that turns
into a ‘strada bianca’, or dirt road. PLEASE DRIVE VERY SLOWLY, no more than 20km/hr - along
this so you don’t cover the neighbours in dust or run down their children and pets.
- Follow this round a further 300m as it curves to the right and take the first entrance on your right
up the drive to the house.
Welcome to Casa Figus!
You should have driven about 85km since the airport which will take between 1hr15 to 1hr30.
If you want something to plug into your SatNav: N39 26.968 E8 25.764 – but please be aware that
it will probably direct you via the inland rather than the coastal route. This is quite spectacular
passing over a mountain range down past Tempio di Antas to the right and ‘debarked’ cork trees,
but it is very bendy and less suitable for those with kids…
To fill up on your way back to the airport, the last petrol station is about 5km before the airport.
Please note:
> Outside of town you have to drive with your headlights on, even in daylight.
> Whenever you drive take your licence with you – this is a legal requirement
> Don’t drive in flip-flops. It is illegal. Really!

